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INTRODUCTION

The existing « Serie 2067 »
2067 is a set of artistic propositions by David Guez (installations, websites, objects)
about time, memory and our collective and intimate relationship with these issues
through social networks and new technologies.
EMAIL 2067: An innovative website created to send an e-mail by day in the future between
tomorrow and... 2067
RADIO 2067: A radio with a time line to listen music from 1900 to 2012.
TEL 2067: A network of booths and handsets installed in public spaces to leave voice
messages in the future.
CLOCK 2067: A clock that permanently records sound space environment. The movement
on the hands guides you back to listen the past sequences. One is shown in La Gaité
Lyrique, Paris.

These projects has been shown in numerous art festivals and art centers.
More pictures and details on the website

www.guez.org & www.2067telecom.net

CAMERA 2067
Visual and Temporal reflector

The camera 2067 is a device - a camera - that allows to take photographs that are sent
immediately on the Internet – the Cloud 2067 - where they are stored to be revealed in the
future from tomorrow until 12/31/2066 : The photographs do not stay in the unit and are
never visible at the time of shooting.
The Camera 2067 is seen as an intimate object, a black box for relay transmission between
the present and the distant future, a reflector time where the Internet becomes the guarantor
of memory saved and restored in time.
The Camera 2067 is a real camera with the Android Operating system included and Wifi
and 3G connection. An application has been developped in order to be installed in the
camera unit.
Web site : http://www.cam2067.net

THE CAMERA
The Camera 2067 is a real camera with the Android Operating system included
and Wifi and 3G connection. An application has been developped in order to
be installed in the camera unit.
The CAMERA 2067 has 3 modes :

The 'Private Mode' : Send a photography to a particular person via the email.
The 'Public mode' : The pictures are sent to the public part of the Cloud 2067: during their
revelations date, they are visible by everybody on the website www.cam2067.net
The 'after life mode' : Pictures are send on a web site « www.audela.me » where they never
can be seen by living people : this mode develop the idea that when we die, our spirit is able to
move inside the network. On the other side, we will construct a mirror, the mirror 2067 which
show pictures from the audela website which has been visited by the fantoms and web robots.
The CLOUD 2067 is a web server that handles the storage and retrieval of temporal visual
elements.

EXHIBITION
In this exhibition in Rennes, France, the camera has been integrated as an installation where
people can take a portrait of themself of someone else.

The application CAM2067

This is a real android application, which then can be distributed to visitors to use it on their
android smartphone or tablet. It's also possible to limit the number of picture taken by day.
For example, it's possible to use the application to take ONLY ONE photo to the future
everyday.

THE WEB SITE
www.cam2067.net

The Cloud2067 show all the pictures ready to be viewed in the present time.

It's possible to download the free limited android application from the web site.

It's possible to retrieve a pic from the past (already received by email) with a password
and the date.

